November 10, 2010

To Whom It May Concern:
I have been an ordained minister since 1984, and was first introduced to Donna Crow in the late 1990's
through an online internet group, for which she served as moderator. I was interested in alternative
medicine, particularly when it involved the Rife, Tesla and Beck protocols. Donna Crow's individual posts to
group questions were profoundly interesting, particularly since this was a time when "shared knowledge"
was being batted about the internet like random tennis balls and Donna's responses were refreshingly
well-researched. She was conscientious in delineating substance from opinion, and the substance was
documented.
The other quality which drew me to this specific group was the integration of spiritual truth with health.
Alternative medicine has long been the playing field for new-age philosophy and, curiously, here was the
moderator of a group discussing alternative medicine from a distinctively Christian world view. I found this
fascinating in many ways, particularly, the fact that spiritual insights were being provided in such a nonreligious and loving manner, without prejudice. After reading posts from this group for several years, a
personal health crisis involving my mother prompted me to reach out to Donna Crow by telephone. Her
information concerning my mother's issues laid the groundwork for her recovery. Noteworthy is the
reality that the foundation Donna laid was more than factual knowledge, it also incorporated a unique
depth of spiritual perception.
After becoming personally acquainted with Donna in 2003, we developed a "telephone/email friendship"
which has been, and remains, invaluable to me in countless ways. I find Donna Crow's character to be of
the highest level of integrity, and her ability to communicate spiritual insight and truth to be
immeasurable. Donna Crow is exemplary in sharing her time and knowledge with those in need, while
exhibiting a total disregard concerning whether or not those requesting her assistance have the ability to
financially reciprocate. Few have a greater understanding of the true meaning of the word "love," than
Donna. I consider her a genuine practitioner of the teachings of the Lord, Jesus Christ, but greater still, an
involved listener who is tuned in to, and in tune with, the essence of those teachings.
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